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ABSTRACT

In this study a system that segments an audio signal as speech
and music by using posterior probability based features is proposed
and implemented in Sphinx. Unlike the earlier efforts that uses
Multi-Layer Perceptrons (MLP), this system uses Hidden-Markov-
Model based acoustic models that are trained in Sphinx for pos-
terior probability calculations. Acoustic Models are trained with
the HMM-states that are associated with the context-independent
phones. Frame likelihoods given acoustic models are computed
and used to extract posterior probabilities. Entropy and Dynamism
which are the main features that are selected for speech-music dis-
crimination are constructed with respect to the calculated posterior
probabilities. A two-state HMM based classifier that uses Viterbi
decoding is implemented. The segmentation performance of the sys-
tem is tested. Moreover, effect of speech-music segmentation to Au-
tomatic Speech Recognition (ASR) is investigated by measuring the
Real Time (RT) factor and Word Error Rate (WER). Results showed
that, proposed speech-music segmentation method decreases WER
and increases the speed of recognition which is tested in a Turkish
Automatic Speech Recognition System built in Sphinx.

1. INTRODUCTION

Locating speech and music segments in a given audio sample is
called Speech-Music Segmentation (SMS). SMS has important ap-
plications in audio content analysis and automatic speech recogni-
tion (ASR). In this study, the effect of SMS over ASR is investigated,
that is an SMS system will be used as a front-end processing unit for
an ASR system to improve its recognition performance. Since the
SMS that is proposed in this study requires features and acoustic
models that are also used in the ASR, the computational complexity
is decreased. It is expected that the performance of the SMS system
directly affects the the ASR performance in terms of Word Error
Rate (WER) and Real-Time (RT) factor.

WER will decrease with accurate segmentation because:

• without a prior music-speech discrimination, the ASR will
run and decode every frame of the audio signal whether it is
music or speech. This will lead unwanted word insertions at
music segments.

• the music in audio can be assumed as out of vocabulary
(OOV) words and as a rule of thumb an OOV word brings
up on average 1.5 recognition errors so, the music segments
will cause more errors [12].

The reasons why RT factor is expected to decrease with segmen-
tation are:

• the decoder will spend time for decoding music segments and
with segmentation we will save time at least as the length of
the music segment.

• another reason is due to the pruning method that is used in
beam search technique. In beam search technique, when the
Viterbi decoding is used the paths that have probability less
than some threshold will be pruned and this threshold is de-
fined according to the path that has maximum likelihood.
When we have some non-speech parts in the signal, obviously
the recognizer will output some random text, however the
drawback is not only limited to the unwanted text but also it
also causes the computation time to increase due to compete-
tion of many paths with each other during the decoding pro-
cess and pruning rate will not be as high as the speech parts.
Therefore, the extra paths that are supposed to be tracked by
the recognizer causes the computation time to increase. The
whole process is implemented using Sphinx code except for
the Viterbi coding part, which needed to be modified in order
to use the newly calculated features.

In an SMS system, there are mainly two problems that must be
solved; choosing features that are discriminant for speech and mu-
sic signals, and designing a robust classifier that performs accurate
speech-music segmentation for a given signal. In previous works,
many features that capture the temporal and spectral structure of
the signals have been suggested, including zero-crossing informa-
tion, energy, pitch, cepstral coefficients, line spectral frequencies, 4
Hz modulation energy, amplitude, and perceptual features like tim-
bre and rhythm [1-5]. In this work, posterior probability based fea-
tures introduced in [7] are used, namely entropy and dynamism. As
shown in the rest of the paper, these features indeed exhibit efficient
discriminant properties yielding high performance for speech-music
segmentation.

Our main contribution in this work comes from the fact that,
the calculation of the posterior probabilities is done by using MFCC
based features unlike MLP that are commonly used in the literature.
Since the MFCC’s are already calculated by the ASR, there exists no
extra computation for extraction or calculation of the features of the
SMS system which makes the proposed algorithm more feasible.

Another issue in the system design is the selection of a classi-
fication algorithm. Different classifiers like the Bayesian Informa-
tion Criterion (BIC) [6], Gaussian likelihood ratio (GLR) [1,2,5,7],
quadratic Gaussian classifier (QGC) [4], nearest neighborhood clas-
sifier [2]; and hidden Markov model (HMM) [8] have been used for
this purpose.Recently, systems that uses the BIC [6] classifier for au-
dio segmentation are most popular. The BIC technique is useful for
general audio change detection, as it does not require any a priori
information about the particular acoustic classes present. However,



in the case that the number and type of acoustic classes is known,
it should be advantageous to explicitly incorporate this information
into the design of the segmentation system. Since the type and the
number of acoustic classes are known in the SMS applications, it is
reasonable to use an HMM based classifier. It enables us to decrease
the computation time to do segmentation.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes
posterior-based features and training system, Section III explains the
HMM based classifier. In section IV, the speech recognition system
that was used to measure the effect of segmentation on the ASR per-
formance is discussed. Section V includes information about the
data and test results and lastly Section VI contains conclusions that
are arrived in this study.

2. POSTERIOR BASED FEATURES AND TRAINING
SYSTEM

Posterior-based features were firstly used by Williams and Ellis [7]
to classify speech and music. However, in this study, we mainly
use the particular posterior based features, entropy and dynamism,
as defined in Ajmera’s study [8]. Moreover, different from previ-
ous studies, we use HMM-based acoustic models that were used in
ASR system and posterior probabilities are found using frame likeli-
hoods. The advantage of using HMM-based acoustic models to cal-
culate posterior probabilities is that, widely used speech recognition
toolkits such as HTK and Sphinx, generally use this type of acoustic
models. Therefore, we do not need an extra statistical model to esti-
mate posterior probabilities. The acoustic model contains context-
independent phones and the states of the phones are used as the
acoustic model unit in order to calculate frame likelihoods. If we
assumed the uniform distribution over the states, the Posterior prob-
ability, which is the probability of a state given an audio frame, can
be found using the equation:

P(sk|xn) =
P(xn|sk)∑K

k=1 P(xn|sk)
(1)

In this equation, P(xn|sk) represents the frame likelihood i.e.,the
probability of n-th frame generated by k-th state.

2.1. Entropy

Entropy is a measure of the uncertainty or disorder in a given distri-
bution and it can also be interpreted as the fitness measure between
a model and a sample data set. In this study, entropy is a measure
of fitness between an acoustic model and audio signal. Using the
posterior probability defined in the previous section, the entropy can
be defined for each frame as:

h(n) = −
K∑

k=1

P(sk|xn) logP(sk|xn) (2)

It is advantageous to average this instantaneous entropy over a win-
dow of several frames, resulting in the averaged entropy at time n.
We can find averaged entropy as

H(n) =

n+N/2∑
i=n−N/2

h(i) (3)

Generally, in case of speech, the value of the posterior probability
for a particular phoneme state should be much higher than other
phoneme states. This means that the value of the entropy will be
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Fig. 1. Speech-Music Entropy Distribution Comparison.

close to zero, indicating that little information will be gained by
knowing its actual value, or, equivalently, that there is little uncer-
tainty over the unknown segments. In the case when a music signal
is passed through the primary Acoustic Model, the values of proba-
bilities will be more uniformly distributed, resulting in a higher value
for entropy. This assumption is verified with our experimental mea-
surements and the results can be seen in Figure 1. We showed the
entropy distributions using experimental data explained in Section
5.1.

The distributions show that entropy is a discriminative feature
for speech and music classes.

2.2. Dynamism

Dynamism is a measure of the rate of change of a quantity. In our
approach, dynamism is defined as the rate of change of posterior
probability between consecutive frames. For each frame, it can be
calculated as:

d(n) =
K∑

k=1

(P(sk|xn)−P(sk|xn+1))
2 (4)

and as in the case of entropy, it is useful to average out dynamism
values over frames to find averaged dynamism per frame. Therefore,
average dynamism can be shown as:

D(n) =

n+N/2∑
i=n−N/2

d(i) (5)

This feature captures the dynamic behavior of the probability values.
As speech involves more transitions through the speech-specific pri-
mary feature space, the phoneme posteriors will exhibit more abrupt
changes than other acoustic signals such as music, resulting in higher
dynamism. This assumption is also verified with our experimental
measurements and are shown in Figure 2. Dynamism distributions
are calculated by using experimental data explained in Section 5.1.
Note that in this particular system, the negative logarithm of actual
dynamism values is used in order to get rid of numerical problems.
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Fig. 2. Speech-Music Dynamism Distribution Comparison.

Fig. 3. Model Training System

2.3. Training System

In the previous section, it is claimed that entropy and dynamism
are discriminative features for classifying speech and music signals.
Therefore, a training procedure that enables us to model speech and
music is needed. Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM’s) are used to
learn the feature distributions of these two classes. The trainer struc-
ture is shown in Figure 3 Using previously trained acoustic mod-
els and given speech or music training audio files, entropy and dy-
namism values for each frame are extracted and the two dimen-
sional feature vector (Entropy & Dynamism) is formed. Using
the two dimensional feature set, GMM’s are trained using conven-
tional Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm. Initial models for
GMM training is found using the K-Means clustering method. Note
that, it was sufficient to use a two Gaussian distribution to model this
feature for training set.

3. HMM BASED CLASSIFIER

In this study, in order to find the segmentation for a given test au-
dio, a 2-state HMM-based classifier is utilized. States of the HMM
structure consist of previously trained music or speech GMM’s. The
whole segmentation system is shown in Figure 4. Feature extraction
part is similar to the one in the model training. Using previously
trained speech and music models and Viterbi decoding, the best path
for the segmentation of the test audio is decoded. The HMM topol-
ogy for the proposed system is the same as in [8]. In the case of
speech-music discrimination, this HMM is a 2-state fully connected
model, where a minimum duration is imposed for each state. This
is achieved by simply concatenating internal states associated with
the same distribution. This is enforced because it is assumed that,

Fig. 4. Speech-Music Segmentation System.

speech and music information can not dramatically change in short
periods of time.

4. SPEECH RECOGNITION SYSTEM

In this study, we developed the whole speech recognition system
using CMU tools. Acoustic model training is done using 56 hours
of speech that was uttered by 216 people and their transcriptions.
After the training, models for 87 states of 29 phones is in Turk-
ish is obtained. These models are trained using 13 dimensional
Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC), their delta and delta-
delta vectors. The acoustic model training was done by using the
SphinxTrainer[9,10] and the SphinxDecoder[9,10] is used to recog-
nize speech. In speech recognition, to decode an incoming audio,
a language model is also used together with acoustic models. For
this study, a text that contains 200 million words is used to train
the language model and the dictionary contains the most frequent
30000 words. Language model is trained via CMU-LMTK[11] and
tri-gram language model is used in the tests.

5. DATA AND EXPERIMENTS

5.1. Feature Extraction Data

In order to extract dynamism and entropy features, two hours of
speech that was uttered by 10 people and 2 hours of musical in-
strument data was used. In this part, 13 dimensional MFCC vectors
are used to find frame likelihoods and the respective the posterior
probabilities are calculated using these likelihoods.

5.2. Test Data

Since we do not have any speech and music labeled data, we formed
our test data synthetically. The synthetic data is formed by con-
catenation of randomly chosen music and speech parts from our test
files. In this study, 3 speech and 2 music segments are concatenated
respectively to create the test audio. However, concatenation method
information is not used in segmentation part. The test data length is
about 134 minutes. The ratio of speech in this test data is %65. There
are 100 test files that have 90 seconds average length. The average
length of the music segments and speech segments are about 14 and
17 seconds, respectively.

5.3. Test Results

For the segmentation tests, minimum duration length is defined as 3
seconds. The number of states used to impose the minimum dura-
tion constraint in the HMM was fixed to 300, thus assuming in our



case that any speech or music segment is never shorter than 3 sec-
onds.The self-loop probabilities were set to 0.9 for the last state of
each class. In order to measure the segmentation error of the sys-
tem, NIST speaker segmentation evaluation method is used. The
performance of the system is evaluated with respect to segmentation
error and its affect on the performance improvement of the ASR in
terms of WER and RT factor. To perform a comparison, MFCC’s
are also used to model speech and music signals and compared the
results with Entropy-Dynamism approach. Firstly, the segmentation
error results are presented in Table 1. In this table, ED represents
Entropy-Dynamism method, MFCC-8 and MFCC-4 represent the
modeling of speech and music signals using MFCC vectors with
8 and 4 gaussians respectively. Although ED method outperforms

Table 1. Segmentation Test Results

Method SER
ED 0.14

MFCC-4 0.19
MFCC-8 0.11

MFCC-4 method, when the number of gaussians are increased to
8, MFCC method outperforms ED method. One question might be
asked here is what happens if the number of gaussians is increased
to model MFCC vectors of both classes? The answer is that, for
this setup, it did not improve the results. In Table 2, Real Time

Table 2. Speech Recognition Test Results

Data ST RT WER PER
Correct 0 0.22 %25 %10

ED 0.05 0.31 %33 %16
MFCC-8 0.39 0.27 %32 %17
MFCC-4 0.20 0.32 %42 %28

Raw 0 0.45 %37 %19

Factor (RT) represents the ratio of recognition time to the length of
the tested signal. ST shows the ratio of segmentation time to the
length of the tested signal. Word Error Rate (WER) denotes the in-
sertions, deletions and substitutions between reference text and rec-
ognized text. Phone Error Rate (PER) is the rate of the difference if
the phones are treated as words. Moreover, in this table, raw results
represents the ASR performance without any speech-music segmen-
tation.

In Figure 5, the total RT factors i.e.,sum of segmentation time
and recognition time, and WER’s of the different methodologies to
recognize a test audio are compared. ED method decreases WER
with %11 and RT factor with %16 with respect to unsegmented re-
sults. While MFCC-8 decreases WER with %13, it increases RT
factor with %50. Moreover, MFCC-4 increases WER with %13 and
RT factor with %18. Therefore, it can be concluded that ED method
outperforms MFCC methods if we consider both of WER and RT
factor together to compare the performances of the methods. The
reason why the speed of ED method is better than MFCC approach
is that it models speech or music with two gausses and also its fea-
ture vector dimension is 2. Therefore, computation time is much
lower than MFCC methods.

Fig. 5. Total RT Factor and WER Comparison for Applied Methods.

6. CONCLUSION

In this study, as a contribution we showed that HMM based acous-
tic models can be used to calculate posterior based features instead
of MLP’s. Another contribution of this study is to find the effect
of speech-music segmentation to the ASR results, that is, we investi-
gated the improvements of the segmentation systems to the RT factor
and WER. Since we do not have an MLP system we could not com-
pare the results of both systems. However, we compare the results
with an MFCC-based feature system and showed that ED method
performs as well as MFCC-8 method in terms of WER and its RT
factor is %56 of MFCC-8 method. It was also found that even though
using MFCC-4 method decreases the segmentation time, it’s seg-
mentation error is more than MFCC-8’s by %72 and it’s WER is
also higher than MFCC-8’s by %32. Moreover, as stated before,
increasing the number of gaussians does not improve the perfor-
mance in this data set. As a result, ED method can be used as a
front end to an ASR system without requiring extra information and
it can outperform MFCC-based methods with its computation time-
efficiency. With that study we implemented a Sphinx-Based Turkish
speech recognition system that uses all Sphinx tools and CMU lan-
guage model toolkit. Moreover, we used Sphinx acoustic models to
segment speech and music parts of an incoming signal.
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